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 Financial News Round Up

 
11/03/2020 - UK GDP
11/03/2020 - UK Annual Budget Release
11/03/2020 - US CPI
12/03/2020 - ECB Rate Decision
 
 

 Market Moves

Markets Outlook

Tuesday, 10th of March

Key Events to Watch

Volatility spiked again yesterday, with the S&P 500's 'VIX' Volatility Index
reaching the $60 mark, its highest level since December 2008. Equities were hit
hard yesterday as the combined fear of an all-out oil price war mixed with the
already present Coronavirus-related global slowdown fears. Stocks around the
globe have since bounced from their oversold levels on Monday, S&P futures
are up 6% off yesterday's lows, while the EuroStoxx 50 index is up over 3%
since the opening bell today.
Most sovereign bonds bounced slightly yesterday in what was a long overdue
green session for yields: US 10 year yields had gone from 1.5% to 0.34% in just
over 2 weeks before bouncing yesterday. On the FX front: things were a bit
quieter yesterday, the US Dollar took a breather after what was a very weak 2
weeks for the giant, JPY has pulled back this morning after seeing significant
strength recently. All eyes will be on Thursday's ECB meeting for the Euro. 
Today is set to be very quiet in terms of economic data points, markets will be
completely focusing on any further dialogue from OPEC/Russia/Saudi Arabia,
along with rising case counts of COVID-19 and potential stimulus from
individual governments.

Since 1952, the US has seen 16 scenarios in which capitulation has
occurred in its equity markets.
After these capitulation events, on average, US equities have been
just 13 trading sessions from a bottom with just another 4% to go
before the bottom is reached.
After capitulation events, US equities have produced average returns
of 17% over the following 6 months and 26% over 12 months.

Yesterday we saw full capitulation in global equity markets, with our
focus mostly on the US for now. This has happened as a result of a
Saudi-led oil price war which caused oil prices to open on Sunday night
at circa -20%, coupled with the ever-growing panic surrounding COVID-
19 and its possible effects on global growth. Capitulation occurs when
an unsustainable level of selling is seen: almost every market participant
who wanted to (or were forced to via margin calls) sell their stocks does
so/is forced to do so in one go and drives prices sharply lower. After
these events, when the dust settles, only buyers are left.
It is easy to follow crowds and panic when that is what the mainstream
media is trying to tell you, at Seaspray we always focus on material facts: 

We would urge any of our existing or potential clients to invest when the
odds are in your favour, stay calm when the crowd is fearful, and take
advantage of this unique opportunity that we are currently being
presented with.

Buy the dip

Oil Update
Oil markets yesterday saw their biggest one-day fall in almost 30 years,
and have since bounced over 9% this morning in what has been an
extremely volatile time for the commodity and all company shares who
rely on oil to survive. 
Following failed OPEC and OPEC+ talks last week, Saudi Arabia have
attempted to punish Russia who would not agree to further production
cuts last week, a move that would have supported oil prices and
benefited all oil producing nations. Saudi announced plans to hike its
production to a record 12.3 million barrels per day and sell its oil at a
20% discount on spot prices, in an attempt to secure buyers and put
pressure on other oil giants such as Russia. Interestingly, this
production hike puts Saudi above its maximum sustainable capacity,
which leads us to believe that they are tapping into their oil reserves in
an attempt to dump as much oil into the market as possible,
deliberately driving prices lower.
On Tuesday, WTI Crude Oil futures trade at circa $34, Brent Crude is in
the $37.30s.

Ireland's Coronavirus Response
On Monday we saw the Irish government announce a €3.1b funding
package which will be dedicated to fighting the spread of COVID-19
around the nation. This equates to €630 per Irish person and is
significantly more than countries such as Italy and the US are currently
spending per capita.


